The Toronto Chair
The power wheelchair base is a custom made Everest & Jennings Model 3F Power Wheelchair, modified to accommodate a fiberglass seat support. Provision is made to allow tilting of the seat from upright to 15 degrees of recline. The push handles are removable for storage of base in vehicles.

A special castered base is also custom made to accommodate the fiberglass seat support for manual propulsion by an attendant. The push handles of the castered base may be released and folded down for storage in vehicles.
This special custom Everest & Jennings Canadian Model 3F Power Wheelchair Base will accommodate the fiberglass shell of the seat support system.

A special canted base is also custom made by Everest & Jennings Canadian to accommodate the fiberglass shell of the seat support system.
Various types of urethane foams are mounted in the fiberglass shell. The foams are then carved to contours based on patient measurements and clinical findings. The result is maximum support to specific critical areas. The contoured foam is then covered with a tricot fabric.

The completed seat support is then mounted on the custom base, completing the seat support system.